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Earphones Soundpeats Air 4 Lite (black)
Conduct  phone calls  in  noisy  environments  without  interference.  The  headphones  use  AI  noise-canceling  microphones,  so  you  can  be
sure your caller will  hear you. In addition, the LDAC audio codec ensures high-quality, noise-free sound, and Bluetooth 5.3 guarantees
lower  power  consumption and low latency.  What's  more,  the  long-lasting  battery  offers  up to  30 h  of  use,  and the included USB-A to
USB-C cable allows you to get your headphones ready for further use.
 
Impressive sound
The headphones deliver high-quality sound, full  of  detail  and bass tones,  so you can rediscover your favorite songs. What's more, the
LDAC audio codec guarantees lossless signal transmission, certified by HiRes. With Soundpeats Air  4 Lite,  you'll  immerse yourself  in a
world of music!
 
Reliable Bluetooth 5.3 connection
Enjoy even faster signal  transmission! The headphones connect to your device via Bluetooth version 5.3,  which translates into a wide
signal range, stable connection, low latency and lower power consumption. So you can listen to music,  play games and watch movies
without  interruption  Moreover,  it  is  possible  to  pair  the  headphones  simultaneously  with  2  devices  and  conveniently  switch  between
them.
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AI noise reduction
Ambient noise prevents you from talking freely on the phone? Soundpeats Air 4 Lite headphones will help you change that! They offer 6
built-in microphones with AI noise cancellation. So you can carry on conversations on the phone no matter where you are. What's more,
in addition to touch panels, the Air 4 Lite also supports voice control, for an even better user experience.
 
Up to 30 h of playback
Don't be afraid of suddenly discharged headphones! Soundpeats Air 4 Lite are equipped with a light indicator that will inform you of the
battery level with the appropriate color. This way you will renew its energy in time. On a single charge the headphones play about 7 h,
and with the charging case - up to 30 h. The included USB-A to USB-C cable will facilitate the charging of the product.
 
In the set
headphones
charging case
USB-A to USB-C charging cable
user manual
Manufacturer
Soundpeats
Model
Air 4 Lite
Color
black
Operating time
7 h (headphones), 30 h (charging case)
Bluetooth
5.3
Audio codec
LDAC
Charging port
USB-C

Preço:

€ 49.00
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